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Life as an ENFP is zero walk in the park. In this detailed, type-based survival guide, seasoned
MBTI writer and shameless ENFP Heidi Priebe explains how to manage the ups, downs and
inside-outs of everyday life as one of the most passionate however self-contradictory types.
Embodying a profoundly unusual stack of cognitive features, ENFPs approach the world with
both the enthusiasm of a kid and the wisdom of an old soul. Despite the happy-go-lucky attitude
they emit, only those who share the specific preference for extroversion, intuition, feeling and
perceiving on the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator can really understand the unique type of chaos
that governs this type’s restless brain.
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Best ENFP book away there!), I recalled that she asked me to do a personality test before we
started the relationship (she actually is an ENTJ, what can I say, they just like scientific approval
I assume). " Exactly like that, I was surprised by this book already.1. I'm in my own late thirties, so
maybe this book could have resonated with me more while I was in my own early 20's and even
more inclined to hop from relationship to relationship, work to job and travel experience to visit
adventure. The stand alone books and the sections for any specific type within a larger book all
seem relatively lacking in depth due to insufficient content. Pretty Good, but just a little slim in
content using areas. Once I got past the abysmal foreword by Moonglow Starchild, or whoever
the forgettable foreword article writer was, Priebe stepped on stage and everything got great
fast. In turn it explains how exactly to work towards strengths and manage weaknesses.3. The
author has actually constructed something hits you from many angles.-)I'll gladly update this
review when I've finished the reserve, but I wanted to put something away there to encourage
visitors to give this reserve a go if they are looking to find out more on the ENFP personality.
There are layers of other personality subsets using various other personality profiles, and ideas
for looking additional into this new information. The whole breakup was complicated and will not
make sense to me at all since actually my ex cannot articulate herself why she wanted to end
something therefore special. Author Priebe then unpacks the measures and orders showing how
ENFPs make sense of the world and what goes on when the monkeywrench of stress falls in to
the works. In every section the info seems therefore valid, but beyond that there were many
quotes, suggestions and descriptions which have really hit house and provided me "the feels" or
produced me laugh aloud. Obviously I can't assurance you will experience the same but if you are
an ENFP it's probable you will and that you'll love feeling comprehended and validated! That WHY
comes through in everything, and that by itself justifies purchasing this reserve. There are cited
factors for how ENFP people develop over their lives. Furthermore, a few spots display that while
Priebe grasps the occasional discrepancy in MBTI theory, communicating that to visitors
sometimes gets brief shrift.", etc. Well worth $4. Thanks, Heidi Priebe!. Having said that, I am
uncertain there is that a lot more to be written which I haven't already covered. I've go through a
lot of published materials on the character types, and ENFPs specifically, but this reserve is
hands-down the best ENFP resource out right now there since it is thorough, comprehensive,
affordable and well-written.This guide by Heidi Priebe covering one of the 16 types, ENFP, is one-
of-a-kind.In additions to those mentioned, other topics covered include the following:ENFP at
every stage of lifeShadow functionsDominant-tertiary loopsMood management &99! many
ENFPs are pretty indecisive as we lead with that extraverted intuition that .UPDATE: Sorry We
forgot to upgrade this when I actually finished reading the publication.. I thought this book was
well written and readable, nonetheless it had not been "comprehensive" insofar since it didn't
really describe my type of ENFP. The writer seems to be one of those adventurous, on-the-go
twenty-something ENFPs. The truth is, many ENFPs are pretty indecisive as we lead with that
extraverted intuition that wants us to spend eternity in research &. Making a decision is really
problematic for me and by far my biggest problem as an ENFP, yet this matter was not tackled at
all in this information. The author even goes so far as to match up ENFPs with most likely
enneagram types, however she leaves out that lots of ENFPs are Type 9, the Peacemaker, the
main one who can float through lifestyle and be bogged down in indecision. It isn't ridiculously
short! I came across myself misty-eyed in one section because I finally understood WHY I really
do what I perform, and not simply the who and what to be an ENFP. I have a mortgage, a
youngster, an ENTP SO and I now and then I would like to perform some projects from begin to
finish. I wanted even more insight into that facet of the human knowledge while ENFP. I've a



deeper understanding of myself! A survival guideline for ENFPs? Yeah--and an excellent one!
Guides to the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) check are almost a dime twelve. Finding one
that has something fresh or unusual to say is uncommon. There are a lot of self-released books
out there that produce the inner-editor in lots of of us cringe, which isn't among those books.
Precisely what I needed Excellent detailed accurate accounting of an ENFP. A solid ENFP myself,
I've examine just about everything I can find for personal understanding and betterment
(coincidentally, the kind of thing ENFPs consume).... Ugh, e-books!.BUT, I then realized We was
mired in a foreword simply by someone else and not by the actual author. This book appears to
really hand out the positive and negative aspects of this personality type.The key to this book
(which I won't spoil) is to understand the four processing steps the ENFP brain works through
when confronted with everyday life--and how that plays in both normal and stressful situations.
These steps set introversion or extroversion with thinking/sense or with intuition/sensing in
particular cognitive orders.4. The tools in this book i'll use to greatly help me attain my hopes &
The thing is, I cannot just Eurail pass through life.. ; My hope is that all the types get a reserve as
great as that one, as it is normally a valuable resource. Insightful. dreams.If I have any beef with
the reserve, it's that it's easy to lose track when the various pairs are tossed around within an
explanation. Readers will have to concentrate to follow some unpackings. This publication is
much better than the cheapies or the freebies or the "one chapter" in any of the bigger books like
"What Color is definitely Your Parachute? I can properly assume that you will be an ENFP time for
this site of the publication after wanting to start from the center.Despite its couple of flaws,
_ENFP: The Comprehensive Survival Guide_ manages to be just what it claims. If you are hoping
to understand yourself (or the ENFP in your life) better and discover what creates achievement in
some circumstances and an epic fail others, no MBTI reserve I've read satisfies as much as this
one.Great reserve for a great price. And you're an ENFP, so you're worthwhile!I've been interested
in the MBTI for more than 30 years. Finally have an improved understanding of myself. Will go
through again—and get back to reflect on it. Start to love myself again after a breakup We started
reading after a painful breakup. There exists a lot of input from other fellow ENFPs. In the
process of justifying her carrying out by overthinking (duh, ENFP.After I bought the Kindle
version and started to examine, I immediately regretted my purchase since it was clear the
author was an awful writer.Sure, Priebe goes through some of the typical ENFP as friend, lover,
parent, employee, and in a way that you've browse in similar books, however the four-step
cognition process undergirds it all. I am on the subject of halfway through this ENFP guideline
and I noticed nobody has written review for this. I then started to realize maybe I really do not
understand myself. So I found this book, and directly jumped to the Chapter: ENTJ as Partners,
but could not understand what was talked about there. So I went back to the Intro. And guess
what I noticed from Audible: "In case you are actually beginning this book from the intro, I dread
that you will find picked up the wrong book (fundamentally what ISTJ and ESFJ would do).. A few
MBTI sites associated with Priebe's _ENFP: The In depth Survival Guide_ and noted that it had
exclusive insights in to the actual thought processes of ENFPs, therefore i bit.. or probably these
people are personal close friends? Every sentence finished with an exclamation stage too. Why
should I have believed any better? Re-reading helps. Having read numerous ENFP books and
sections in various other career/character books I currently am finding this to be my favorite for
several reasons. Continuing in to the chapters, sometimes I burst into laughters, thinking: oh my,
this person described here is so interesting and I would like to be friends with them! self-
careDealing with conflictCompatability and win-win with other typesEnneagram overlaps25
struggles only an ENFP will understandThe Kindle edition works to 257 pages. I cried, i laughed, i



purchased a ticket to Alaska Thank you Heidi meant for explaining that through maturity we can
harness some of the kinectic energy to unite people and spread pleasure while being ambitious
and effective. Overall, the guide didn't especially resonate with me despite the fact that I'm very
ENFP. I have such a better understanding and appreciation for myself after reading this reserve!
It’s also helped me gain some insight into other personality types.2. Generally brings very good
insight, but carries a few chapters that are simply email comments from random individuals who
I’m guessing the author found from the web. development mode. Great insight Great book for
more information about your personality and how to better handle circumstances and lifestyle!.
Idk, but I could have easily done without those bits. This was a present and the husband LOVES
it.This cognitive explanation isn't something I've encountered in virtually any depth before, and
it's a revelation. Despite that length, the quality of Priebe's breezy composing makes for a swift,
clean read.. Great read and very interesting! It all makes sense now This book has helped me
understand myself and those I interact with. I feel as though I will be referencing this reserve for
years to come. I recommend this publication to any ENFP or person trying to understand us.
-David J Geaney (ENFP)
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